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Executive Summary 

Nepal is rich in aquatic resources comprised of rivers, lakes, wetlands, rice field and reservoirs. 

A river is a natural flowing freshwater course, usually flowing towards an ocean, lake or another 

river. Small rivers are referred such as stream, creek, brook, rivulet, and rill. Generally, Nepal is 

known to endow with about 232 fish species, besides invertebrates belonging to freshwater 

shellfish such as crabs, shrimp, mollusk and numerous edible aquatic plants. Aquatic biodiversity 

in Nepalese rivers play important roles in food and nutritional security, recreation, sports and 

game fishery and scientific studies. Capture fishery in Nepalese rivers is an ancient tradition and 

culture for collecting and harvesting of naturally occurring living resources from freshwater 

environments. However, in present report capture fishery focuses only in rivers for capturing and 

collect fin fishes only. In general, the catch yield of fish in river have been viewed to be less in 

high hills, moderate in mid hills and generally higher in plain areas of southern tarai, due to the 

assumptions that fish diversity is less in higher mountains, moderate in mid hills and high in 

southern flood plains in Nepal. Earlier the annual yield of captured fish yield was estimated to be 

18kg.ha
-1

y
-1

meanwhile; a field study was desirable to update the previous estimate in Nepal. 

Therefore, the objective of the present study was to estimate the yield of captured fish in rivers. 

To estimate the yield a pre structured questionnaire based survey was performed from June to 

July 2018. The survey was carried out by involving nine surveyors in all seven provinces and 24 

districts covering 133 fishers including women fishers. The result showed that catch fish yield 

varied widely ranging from 1.71 to 90 kg.ha
-1

.y
-1

 with a mean value of 14.80 kg.ha
-1

.y
-1

. This 

value is low comparing to earlier estimate of 18 kg.ha
-1

.y
-1

. The present low captured fish yield 

might be due to several reasons. One of the reasons could be due to interference caused by 

hydropower dam, irrigation river diversion, climate change, higher fishing pressure, over fishing, 

destruction of breeding areas, sand mining and other substrate, use of pesticides in agricultural 

land, polluted agricultural runoff, sand mining etc. which might have impacted the capture fish 

yield. It is concluded though fish products have been harnessed since human civilization; 

however, rivers of Nepal are one of the most ignored and least known ecosystems from fish 

conservation, management, diversity and reliability perspectives of capture fish yield. Therefore, 

for more realistic data on fish captured from various rivers of Nepal, a comprehensive study 

would be desirable.  It is recommended that the fishes of rivers in Nepal should studied for 

sustainable riverine fishery for conservation, sport, recreational, ornamental and game fisheries 

perspectives incorporating poor, landless and marginalized fishers depending on capture fishery 

for their livelihood. 

Introduction 

Nepal is rich in river water resources, supporting to this claim fish diversity is inevitably rich 

represented by 232 fish species. It is reported that there are altogether about 6000 streams, 

rivulets, brooks and ‘nalas’ (Shrestha, 2012.,WECS, 2011) comprising three river basins and one 

river system. The accumulated length of rivers is 45,000 km, having 1000 rivers longer than 10 
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km and about 24 of them are more than 100 km (WEPA, 2018). Rivers in Nepal can be classified 

into three broad groups on the basis of their origin. Many large rivers originating from north 

higher altitude regions flowing to mid hills and down to southern region ultimately draining into 

the River Ganges basin. Some rivers originate from Mahabharat and Siwalik ranges ultimately 

joining the major river basin. According to Shrestha (1990) the distribution of fish species in 

Koshi, Narayani, Karnali and Mahakali were known to inhabiting by 108, 102, 74 and 69 

species, respectively (Shrestha, 1990). It is likely that the number of fishes in these rivers require 

to be updated, because recent studies have shown newer species in these rivers (WWF 2009; 

2015; Gurung et al. 2016).The rivers of Nepal are the life line for about 28 million Nepalese 

depending on rivers not only for spiritual aspirations, but also for drinking water, irrigation, 

hydropower, food, nutrition and livelihood of millions of traditional artisanal fishers. The river 

fish not only provides the food and nutritional security but recreational and sport fisheries 

potentiality with world renounce game fish species such as Mahseer, Katle and Asala, Gonch in 

Nepal (Gurung and Thing, 2006; Gurung and Sah, 2016).  

Nepal has ethnic caste in hills and in southern Tarai, for those depending on fishery for 

livelihood. These ethnic caste in hills are known as Majhi, Bote, Pode, Jalari, and several others, 

while in Tarai, such  communities are known as Malaha, Tharu, Mushar, Sahani and several 

others (IUCN, 2004., Shrestha, 1995., Gurung, 2005). A study by IUCN showed that about 

10.8% of the total population is engaged in capture fisheries representing from various ethnic 

communities. Most people engaged in captured fisheries are known to be landless and majority 

representing the women (IUCN, 2004, Bhujel et al.2007). 

Capture fishery may be equivalent to hunting in wild but of aquatic organisms in rivers without 

stocking the seed, because recruitment of fishes occurs naturally (Gurung and Sah, 2016); 

however in some capture fishery may be the stocks which are caught may represent those of 

enhanced fisheries as well. In general, fish yield in rivers are likely to decreases gradually in 

capture fisheries due to indiscriminate catching of brooders and juveniles altogether depleting the 

natural stocks (Welcomme, 2010), environmental pollution, agricultural run-off and climate 

change influence negatively on capture fish yield. 

The rivers of Nepal are one of the basic and primary sources of fish protein supply to the society. 

The Government of Nepal has estimated an annual fish catch yield from rivers of about 18 kg/ha 

contributing about 48% of total fish production in Nepal which is equivalent to about 21,000 mt. 

of fish from various rivers of Nepal (Gurung, 2016). So with the purpose to verify some of those 

data and information on captured fisheries yield, the DoFD had announced a consultative service 

for reexamining of the previous fish yield data from some of the rivers of Nepal. To meet those 

objectives some of representative river stretches were surveyed. For the purpose this survey 

based study performed the survey with a pre structured questionnaire in from all seven states, 

districts and rivers.  
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Nepal is endowed with many forms of water resources scattered throughout the country. These 

water bodies are in the form of rivers and streams, lakes, reservoirs, ponds, swamps and paddy 

fields. On the basis of the resource availability, the rivers are of major importance representing 

about 49% of the total water area. Lakes and reservoirs cover 0.78%, and swamps and irrigated 

paddy fields share the rest of 49.65%. Open waters cover approximately 5.5% of the total area of 

Nepal. 

According to Funge-Smith (2018) the inland fisheries sector is typically ignored or overlooked in 

policy and global debates on food security, despite of the fact inland capture fisheries and their 

ecosystem services provide a broad range of benefits for development and contribute directly to 

the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Moreover, human society is continuously ripping 

the fruits of rivers in the form of fish yield since human civilization, but the concern of yield 

estimates in rivers is relatively ignored and poorly known. Recently FAO (2002)., Pauly et al., 

2002., Hilborn et al. 2003., Welcomme et al.2010) expressed the view that the rivers has been 

excessively exploited for fish yield and other uses without much action and conservation of these 

resources. Welcomme (2010) argued that current data are sufficient only for a general overview 

of global inland catches of fish, rather than for the detailed analysis needed for management, 

policy formulation, and the valuation of inland fisheries. Since similar statement also applies 

with the capture fish yield in Nepalese rivers the present attempts has been made.  

Objectives 

The objective of the present was to re-estimate and reveal on the status of capture fish yield in 

some rivers of Nepal.  

Materials and Methods 

For evaluation on the status of riverine fish yield, first of all we performed a short term literature 

survey about the production and productivity of fish yield from natural water systems in Nepal. 

Then a survey was performed with restructured questions to be asked with primary stakeholders 

who are involved in directly fishing activities in various parts of the country. The survey was 

conducted in the month of June and July 2018 in all seven states of the country. Altogether 22 

districts representing each state have been given in Fig 1. Other major information were focused 

on captured fish species, types of fishing gear used and length covered during the fishing 

activities (Fig 2) by cast net in dry (October, November, December, January, February, March, 

April, May, June) and monsoon (June, July, August, September) seasons. In this study we 

assumed that the rainy and dry season could be separated. This is important from fishing 

perspectives because during the monsoon or rainy season almost 85% of rainfall occur in 

monsoon months with a range of about 90-100 days, rest of the rain occurs during the dry 

season.  Some districts have been omitted from the data analysis due to insufficient information. 

The target group for questionnaire survey would be native fishers group such as Majhi, Pode, 

Jalari, Bote and other ethnic groups. The other would be fish traders in the areas and hotel and 
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restaurant owners. Altogether 133 responded views were compiled to show the results.  The 

responded belonged to several ethnic groups. The assessment of fish catch from all rivers would 

be labor intensive which might require high budget intervention. 

Therefore, the present study has been prepared to collect information of capture fisheries from 

major river system (Kankai, Koshi, Narayani, Rapti, Bheri, Karnali, Mahakali etc.) their major 

tributaries. The list of surveyors who took part in the survey has been shown in Annex 1, while 

the questionnaire which was used during the survey has been shown in Annex 2.  

Field surveyor 

There were 10 field surveyors from (DoFD and NARC) for information collection selected based 

on in coordination with DoFD, NARC and Nepal Fisheries Society. The team members were 

consisted of following,  

A. Coordinator: Dr. Tek Bahadur Gurung     B. Fisheries Experts: 1) Dr. Tek Bahadur 

Gurung, 2) Mr. Prabesh Singh Kunwar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Before dispatching the survey team an orientation was carried out for the field Surveyor by Mr. 

Prabesh Kunwar. The list of survey or deputed to various places for survey has been shown in 

Table 1.  

Data Analysis 

After the survey was done all the information was entered into the Excel for analysis. Some of 

the data which were incomplete were discarded. Most of the data from Province 2 were missing, 

therefore in this version those information from the Province 2 could not be entered for the 

analysis.  The crude estimates of the capture fish yield from various rivers. The formula used to 

estimate the capture fish yield from those rivers following formula has been used. 

 

 

River fish capture yield study 

areas 

 

 

Fig 1. Major river basin and river system of Nepal (A) and location of captured fish yield surveys (B) 

(A) 
(B) 
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The capture fish yield from river was estimated using the formula: 

 

   

 

The ethnic communities involved in the capture fishery were also collected. The list of the 

communities has been presented in Table 4.  

Table 2 shows the estimated water surface area in Nepal from where consumable fish are 

expected to be produced. The Nepalese rivers cover the highest 47.77%, while the irrigated 

paddy fields represents 48.14% and marginal swamps, ponds, lakes, irrigational canal, reservoirs, 

highway side ditches covers 1.51%, 1.38%, 0.60%, 0.18% and 0.03%, respectively.  The total 

Table 1:  Name of the  surveyed river, district and states 

SN State No. Districts River 

1 State 1 Jhapa Kankai  

Maikhola 

Sunsari Koshi Tappu 

2 State 2 Parsa Sikta 

Oria 

Rautahat Bagmati 

Saptari Koshi 

Sarlahi Bagmati Khola 

3 State 3 Chitwan Rapti 

Makwanpur Manari 

4 State 4 Baglung Kali Gandaki 

E Nawalparai Narayani 

Kaski Begnas tal 

Fewa tal 

Myagdi Kali Gandaki 

Parbat Kali Gandaki 

Pati Khola 

Modi Khola 

Syangja Kali Gandkai 

Andhi Khola 

5 State 5 Bardia Karnali 

Dang Rapti Nadi 

Gulmi Kali Gandaki 

Kapilvastu Banganga 

Palpa Tinau 

Kali Gandaki 

Andhi khola 

Rupandedi Rohini 

Danda khola 

6 State 6 Surkhet Bheri River 

Babai river 

7 State 7 Kanchanpur Mahakali River 

Kailali Mohana River 

Karnali River 

       Annual estimated total catch 

     Mean value of area covered for fishing in dry and 

monsoon season 

= 
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estimated water surface area for fish production is 8,26,818 hectares in Nepal, which is about 

5.61% of the Nepal’s total surface area.  

The estimated fish production from capture fishery according to DoFD 92017) is 21000 mt 

(Table 3). The capture fishery here is defined as the fish produced from natural rivers, ditches, 

lakes, reservoirs, irrigated paddy field mostly without and restocking however, in some case 

some parts of river, reservoir and irrigated paddy field may be supported by enhanced fisher 

practices of restocking. According to DoFD (2017) the current productivity of rivers in average 

were estimated to be about 18 kg.ha
-1

yr
-1

, while the lake productivity estimated was 2, reservoirs 

represents 350, swamps and ditch were estimated to produce about 578, irrigated paddy field 184 

mt.ha
-1

yr
-1

, respectively.  

Result and Discussion 

The present study showed that in surveyed areas the capture fish yield in average is 14.6 kg.ha
-1

. 

Y
-1

 (Table 6). This yield is lower than previous 18 kg.ha
-1

.y
-1

 (Table 3) reported by Central 

Bureau of Statistics, Government of Nepal (CBS 2014, Gurung 2016).  This could be several 

factors associated for the present value. The present low value of captured fish yield might be 

due to several reasons. Such as interference caused by hydropower dam, irrigation river 

diversion, climate change, higher fishing pressure, over fishing, destruction of breeding areas, 

sand mining and other substrate, use of pesticides in agricultural land, polluted agricultural 

runoff, sand mining etc. or small sample size taken in the present study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Fig 2 (A-D). Some of the photographs of sampling sites, methods, and specimen and fishing boats 

captured during the survey. 

(A) (B) 

(C) (D) 
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Estimation of the riverine captured fish yield is relatively a complex process because of river 

networks, inadequate methods suitable and applicable in sloppy torrential rivers. Often catches 

from inland waters are under reported (Welcomme, 2010) due to inadequate knowledge. 

However, there are general opinion emerging up that the capture yield fish has been declined 

worldwide (Brander, 2007., Song et al. 2018), following this trend the capture fish yield from 

rivers has been shown to be almost constant arguing that over fishing pressure, environmental 

degradation (Ranjit, 2002., Yadav, 2002), construction of hydro and irrigational dams and other 

factors.  

It has been reported that in general, fisheries production worldwide has been increased 

tremendously however, the fish yield from rivers has been stagnant over the years (Allan et al, 

2005), following the similar trend the capture fish yield in Nepal has also been shown to be 

stagnant over the years (CBS 2014).  To estimate the fish yield from Nepalese rivers only simple 

efforts has been made earlier probably due to low priority over other activities. Randall et al.  

(1995) showed that community fish production in rivers were more productive than lakes by 

estimating average community production at 55 river, three times greater (273 kg.ha
-1

.year
-1

) 

than at 22 lakes (82 kg.ha
-1

.year
-1

). They argued that higher production in rivers resulted from 14 

times higher densities of fish and 2 times greater biomass. Contrarily, it is usually commoner’s 

mindset that fish productivity to be higher in lakes comparing to rivers due to higher primary 

productivity and restocking practices. So to clarify such an aspect more future studies should be 

performed. 

Food and hydropower security have always been the prime priority of national agenda for 

multiple approaches of economic development. As a result numbers of cross dams for electricity 

generation and irrigation have been built. However, such a hydropower and irrigational dams 

should be abided with the environmental protection law prioritizing aquatic life conservation 

laws, national and international biodiversity regulations, so up and lower movement of fish or 

migration for breeding and feeding are not hampered. Generally, the hydropower and irrigational 

structures often not built the fish ladders for up and sown migration of fishes in Nepalese rivers 

(Shrestha, 1990).  

Such dams and irrigation alterations without the provision of fish ladders or pass in rivers might 

hindered fish yield directly or indirectly.  The agricultural intensifications might have impacted 

fish species biology in flood plains due to eutrophication and agrochemical use.  In recent 

practices fish hatchery subsidized by hydropower institutions has been operated to compensate 

the fish stock up and downstream of regulated rivers (Gurung and Baidya, 2011). Likewise in 

southern flood plains endangered fishes should be proposed to conserve by innovative means 

such as promotion of environment friendly rice-fish integration and operating hatcheries of 

native fishes with additional research and developmental activities to support food and 

nutritional security for reducing catastrophic results. It is argued such integrated approaches 

water supply should be ensured to fisheries research and development facilities. 
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There is one of the interesting studies by Randall et al. (1995) where it has been synthesized 

based on literature review rivers are more productive than lakes. Average community production 

at 55 river sites was three times greater (273 kg.ha
-1

.year
-1

) than at 22 lakes (82 kg.ha
-1

.year
-1

). 

Higher production (P) in rivers resulted from much higher densities of fish (14 times) and greater 

biomass (B) (about 2 times). Such a feature in Nepalese Rivers has yet to be tested. The present 

data shown in present study is based on the survey in various places. The present data is based on 

survey so more work should be done. It might be suggested that for more fruitful results might be 

obtained by maintaining the format as given in Table 7. 

River Basins of Nepal 

Nepal is endowed with water resources (WSC 2011). This is probably one of the outcomes of its 

altitudinal variations measuring to the tallest mountains of the earth in highly active monsoon 

range of the world. Nepal has three major river systems the Koshi, the Narayani, and the Karnali 

well known for enriched aquatic biodiversity including that of 232 fish species in hilly rivers; 

and adjacent flood plains of southern tarai for grain production (Fig 1). Although there are 

numerous rivers, rivulets, but there is hardly any compilation showing the names of those rivers 

and rivulets documented. Such documentation are also lacking at district profile having rarely 

complete account on the number, length and names of the river and rivulet especially with the 

perspective of capture fish yield, fishing methods, and people associated with such occupation.  

Nepalese rivers are one of the least known from the capture fisheries perspectives. Therefore, 

much has yet to be known. The rivers are one of the ignored areas for studies, so the available 

information regarding the total area, length and the numbers required to be verified especially at 

provincial and district levels would be essential for appropriate capture fish yield estimate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In present study representative of all major river basin had been sampled for recapture fish yield 

(Table 1, Fig 1). Due to incomplete data the Mahakali River has been skipped from the analysis. 

The highest recapture yield estimated was 90 kg.ha
-1

.y
-1

 from Modi River, Parbat, a tributary of 

Gandak River Basin, in dry season, while in same season the least estimated value was 2.14 kg. 

Table 2: Estimated water surface area in Nepal (CBS, 2014) 

Water Resources Estimated 

area (ha) 

Coverage 

(%) 

Number 

Rivers 3,95, 000 47.77 6000 

Lakes 5, 000 0.60 5358 

Reservoirs (Potential 

78,000 ha) 

1, 500  0.18  

Ponds 11,396 1.38 44725 

Marginal swamps 

around irrigated fields 

12,500 1.51  

Irrigated paddy fields 

(Total area 15,51,000 

ha). 

3,98, 000  48.14 T  

Irrigation Canal 3160 0.38  

Highway side ditches 262 0.03  

Total 8,26, 818 100.00  

 

Table 3:  Estimated fish production from capture fishery 

in Nepal (Source: CBS 2014) 

Water body Area 

(ha) 

Total yield  

in Mt 

(73/74) 

Productivity 

(kg/ha/year) 

River 395 000 7110 18 

Lakes 5000 1000 2000 

Reservoirs 1500 525 350 

Irrigated paddy 

fields 

39 000 7165 184 

Swamps/ditches 9000 5200 578 

Total 808500 21000 25.98 
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ha
-1

.y
-1

 from Karnali River, Bardia. In monsoon month the lowest yield estimated was 1.71kg.ha
-

1
.y

-1
 from the Karnali River, Bardia. While highest was 50 kg.ha

-1
.y

-1
in Sunkoshi District, Koshi 

Tappu area (Table 6).   

Community involved  

Nepal has many fishing communities in rivers and wetlands (Table 4). Anciently, Majhi, Pode, 

Jalari, Bote were known to be the traditional fishers in mid hill mountains, while in southern 

Nepal Malaha, Kewat, Tharu, Mukhiya, Mushar were known to be the major fishers ethnic caste 

(Table 4).  In mid hills, Gurung, Magar, Rai, Limbu, Tmanag, Kumal, Darai were also 

considered as the part time fishermen communities (Shrestha, 1981).  

 

In present survey more communities were encountered to be involved in capture fishery (Table 

4).  The involvement of such newer communities in capture fishing might reflect the leisure time 

pass or occasional involvement in capture fishery activities. If we analyze the value chain of 

capture fishery probably the community and caste involvement would be wider, accommodative 

and inclusive (Table 4). In present survey out of the total 133 respondent, 32 different castes has 

been found to involved in fishing including those so called people belonging to higher social 

status (Table 4). 

Table 4: Most known ethnic groups involved in fishing activities in Nepal 

SN Recognised in past studies (IUCN 2004, Gurung 2013) Respondent in present survey 

1 Tharu Tharu 

2 Mushar - 

3 Dusadh/Paswan/Pasi Pawan 

4 Kewat - 

5 Mallah/Malaha Mallaha 

6 Kumal Kumal 

7 Majhi Majhi 

8 Danuwar - 

9 Dhangar/Jhagar - 

10 Bantar - 

11 Darai Darai 

12 Bote Bote 

13 Barhamu - 

14 Sunaha Sunaha 

15 Gongi - 

16 Mukhiya/Mukhiya Mukhiya 

17 Kushar - 

18 Kachhare - 

19 Pode/Jalari Pode 

20 Bardar - 

21 Sardar - 

22 Jhangad - 

23 Muslim - 

24 Batarr - 

25 Sahani Sahani, 

26 Uraua - 

27  Baral,  Basyal, KC, Puri , Bhandari, Ghimire, 

Thapa, Tiwari, Sunar, Badi, Gandharv, Nepali, 

Ruchal, Sah, Rana, Ale, Gaha Magar, Pariyar, 

Budha Magar, Ruchal, Pulami, Dhyanga 
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Fishing gears and boat 

The fishing gear mostly reported by the respondent during the survey were the use of cast net, 

short gill net, angling, long handle scoop net, hand net, basket, traps were the main. In Nepal, 

different fishing gears are used with some local modifications such as Dhadiya, Duwali and 

other traps (Fig 2). The choice of fishing gear use depends on various factors. The water current, 

season, size of the targeted fish to catch, natural availability of type of fish species, physical 

fitness of user (Welcomme, 1985). The traditional fishing practices and gears used in hilly terrain 

rivers and plain areas may not differ much. In rivers in hills and mountain cast net, basket, 

angling and some hooks and diversion of flow are some of the prominent methods since 

tradition. Recently small and shorter gill nets are used in upstream. In slightly commercial 

fishing the use of multiple loop strings made up of monopolythene thread has been common in 

many places. Another deleterious methods device is the use of pesticides in small narrow small 

flowing streams for fishing has also been common. Other methods are use the batteries for 

electrical fishing in rivers and streams has gone higher up in popularity, although this practice 

has also been banned for aquatic life protection in rivers and lakes.  

Fishing boats were not surveyed in present study, however, boats play important role in Nepalese 

rivers to enhance the productivity not only in terms of fish yield but also for other various 

purpose from navigation, transportation and tourism. Probably one of the project launched by 

Fisheries Development Project in 1980s (Norlund, 1978) was the first ever executed project that 

worked on boats designing and training to local communities for expansion. Earlier Nepal has 

traditional dug boat is use which was common usually for fishing and carrying goods in the 

rivers of mid hill as well as in southern tarai. The outcome of the boat building program by 

fisheries was probably one of the most scaled up technologies for safety. The wooden plank 

boats designed by the FAO in Pokhara were popularized in many parts of the country. Most 

recently many tour organizers in the country have been benefitted by the rubber boats usually 

known as rafting has been popularized tremendously in rafting water sport business. In near 

future probably Nepalese rivers would be overwhelmed with motorized rafts or boats for leisure, 

time pass and water sports.  

River fish species 

In Nepal altogether 232 fish species has been described in recent literatures (Shrestha, 2008) 

from various water bodies. The major fish species which are caught by respondents in general 

has been shown in Table 5. All names given in Table 5 are vernacular local names, since the 

information given in Table 5 is based on the information by the fishers and thus has not been 

given the scientific names of the fish. Therefore, the information on fish species should be used 

carefully. 
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Table 5: List of local captured fish in surveyed rivers and lakes of Nepal (Based on the response of fishers). 

Name of  water 

bodies 

Major species found in the water body 

Kankai River Goha, Bachawa, Kusanta, Jwari, Tilwi,Budhna, Kavre, Chapawa, Grahani, Jwari, rewa, Garani, Budhuna, Bachawa, 

Maikhola Bachwa, Jwari, Budhuna, Rewa, Kusta 

Kankai River 
 

Jwari, Goha, Budhuna, Kusta, Rewa, Jwari, Jalkapoor, Gonch, Buwari, Garani, Bachawa, Rohu, Naini, Chapawa, 
Grahani, Rewa, Jalkapoor, Gahani, Budhuna 

  Koshi Tappu 

Wildlife Reserve 

Tengra, Pothi, Maror, Pousi, Koiti, Pothi, Tengra, Kotri, Garai, Sigahi, Maror, Korsa, Rewa, Asla, Pausi, Jaya, 

Pothiya, Baikhi, Matour, Mara, Marod, Kanti, Jaya, Pothiya, Tengra,Jhigna, Paushi, Buhari, Gonch, Goha, Rewa 

Sikta Khola Sidra, Rewa, Tengra, Pothiya, Garai, Rewa, Tengra, Ghinge, Gardi, Chepuwa, Pothi, Nacta, Buhari, Dedhuwa, 
Ghinge , Chepuwa, Tengra, Ghinge, Buhari 

Oriya Khola Chepuwa, Gardi, Garai, Buhari, Sidra, Rohu, Naini, Rewa, Parahi, Nakta, Pataiya 

Bagmati Khola Bam, Gaincha, Baghi, Jalkapoor, Gadela, Kavre, Garai, Sahar, Ther, Baghi,Gahabi, Budhuna, Faketa, Chelwa, 

Kabre, Gonch, Gardi, Naiki, Chakawa, Bachwa, 

Koshi Rohu, Naini, Bhakur, Bagari, Bhunna, Kanti, Karach, Belauna, Bararahi, Buwari, Karsa,  Bhagana, Kausi, Bararari, 

Rewa, Kausi, Bhunna, Satana, Mater, Kausi, Bagai, Mater, Soli, Gargaj, Padana, Satana, Bachawa, Marod, Tengra,, 

Kuthi, Baghair, Bhunna, Rewa, Buhari, Jalkapootr, Mara Rewa, Seli, Marer, Pausi, Pothi, Kati, Belauna, Kaushi, 
Maror, Baikhi, Rewa, Kausi, Asla, Pothi 

  Bagmati Khola Bam, Jalkapoor, Celwa, Kabre, Pothiya 

Rapti Thed, Gardi, Sahar, Gadini, Sauta, Barari, Bam, Ratar, Tengri, Barari, Sauri, Rawa, Mangnal,Ther, Wasar, Bhotiya, 

Chepuwa, Daraha, Dhunge, Sidra, Bhitti, Dheduwa, Bhoti, Singhi, Buduna, Faketa, Jalkapoor, Theda, Rohu, Naini, 

Basar, Tiluwa, Dhede, Bhotiya, Gathani, Kande, , Mahiya, Galara, Mangur, Rajabam, Gonch, Grass, Bage, Guira, 
Gadhai, Budhuna, Chawar, Ratar, Buhari, Chhe, Gonch,  

 Manari Budhuna, Kabai, Thed, Chuche, Buduna, Phatta, Gardi, Sidra, Thed 

Kaligandaki Asala, Katle, Bhoti, Buduna, Kaure, Chifle, Suire, Gadyaule 

Narayani Gardi, Chamrahi, Gujadi, Tengra, Bam, Sidra, Gainchi, Sahar, Rajabam, Tengar, Sahar, Sokh, Bareli Jholi, Gadhini, 
Baikhi, Buduna, Bam, Chepwa, Gadero, Thend, Rathari, Chaurahi, Kadbashar, Mangal, Parena, Guira, Charinge, 

Naini, Thend, Rathari, Chaurahi, Kadbashar, Mangal, Parena, Guira, Charinge, Naini 

Begnas Tal Tilapia, Bihhead carp, Silver carp, Bhakur, Grass Carp, Common Carp 

Fewa Tal 

 

Tilapia, Silver carp, Bighead, Common, Magur, Kade, Faketa, Rewa, Sahar, Katle, Bam, Bhitte, Chuche Bam, 

Dhunge Bam, Mangur, Bhurluk, Kande, Asala, Tengara, Bhoti 

Kaligandaki Asala, Kabre, Chiphle, Katle, Gardi, Sahar, Kaure, Chifle, Baam, Buduna, Faketa 

Modikhola, 

Patikhola, Ratikhola 

Asala, Buduna, Papre, Katle 

Kaligandaki Asala, Kavre, Katle, Kaure, Buduna, Faketa, Chhiple, Kathe, Thed, Sahar, 

Andhikhola Sahar, Hade, Gari, Bhakur, Katle, Nemna, Buduna, Faketa, Gardi, Asala, Nemna, Buduna, Faketa, Tiluwa, Chuchche 
Bam, Gonch 

Setikhola Hade, Gardi, Sahar, Buduna, Gonch 

Andhikhola Katle, Buduna, Gardi, Faketa, Chuche bam, Sahar, Chuche Bam, Thed 

Kaligandaki Sahar, Katle, Gardi, Rajbam, Thed, Jalkapur, Katanga, Gaiya, Bhyadre, Asala, Buduna, Faketa,  Hade, Rajbam, 
Gonch,), Bagi, Nemna, Faketa, Jalkapur 

 Karnali Bhoti, Sidri, Bam, Chuchebam, Tengra, Faketa, Baikha, Thed, Sahar, Rohu, Bhoti, Asala, Bam, Faketa, Baikha, 

Charanga, Thend, Katle 

Rapti Nadi Thed, Rohu, Naini, Baikha,Tengra, Mohi, Thed, Naini, Tengra, Baikha, Mohi, Parani, Sahar, Bam, Katle, Mohi, 

Larani 

Rini Khola Sahar, Katle, Buduna, Baghi, Chuche Bam, Bhoti, Rim, Gonch, Khurpe, Rohu, Naini 

Kaligandaki Thed, Sahar, Katle, Buduna, Baghi, Chuche Bam, Bhoti, Rim, Gonch, Khurpe, Rohu, Naini 

Badganga Bam, Bhoti, Sidra, Buduna 

Dumre Khola Gardi, Katle, Kalkhule, Faketa, Buduna 

Tinau Khola Buduna, Bam, Naini, Bhoti, Sahar 

Kaligandaki, 

Andhikhola 

Gonch, Sahar, Hade, Gardi, Bam, Nemna, Lahare, Katle, Sidre, Rajbam, Bagi, Chuchche bam, Faketa, Kabhre, 

Karange, Buduna, Tiluwa, Rewa, Bhyage, Asala, Khurpe, Thed, Gonch, Faketa, Jalkapur, Buduna,  Karange 

Rohini, Danda 
Khola 

Sidra, Dadhai, Tengna, Garai, Bam, Chuchebam, Jala, Common Carp, Rohu, Lal Tikiya, Bhoti, Bighead, Bam, 
Sahar, Grass carp 

Bheri river Katle 

Babai  Thend 

Mahakali Mahaseer, Galaunch, Rajbam, Bam, Asala, Gonch, Bhoti, Tengar, Baikha, Siyo, Lachhi, Galar, Chal, Patharchatta, 
Pankhai, Bhagan, Pate, Mauwa, Jhinga, Chichi, Mahaseer, Asala, Gonch, Bhoti, Tengar, Rajabam, Galaunch 

Mohana River 

 

Carps, Lachia, Balia, Gaicha, Gonch, Charanga, Singe, Tanger Tilauri, Ther, Naini, Raba, Tangeri, Lachia, Rohu, 

Naini, Dari, Bam, Sijauri, Common, Bata, Tangeri 

Karnali River Sidhra, Tirouti, Gulba, Rawa, Kursa, Kalauchh, Modahani, Malgi, Mansria, Sawrmah, Dhauguwa, Kundra, 
Charanga, Kauwa, Katlagi, Itahi, Khesti, Patherchhati, Bolna, Guila, Ghardhi, Rahu, Rain, Adani, Sujaha, Baikha, 

Theda, Mahaser, Sauda, Magur, Naini, Tengra, Sidhra, Chatanga, Kauwa, Bhai, Charanga, Padani, Sujaha, Rewa, 

Ter, Kalcha, Bam, Darai, Chuchebam, Jalkapur, Prani, Kalch,Chuchebam, Katel, , Chilki, Bajelo, Papo, Buduna, 
Kathe, Asala, Krange 
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Sustainability of riverine fishery 

Capture fish yield earlier reported in Koshi River basin 2001/02 reported was 12.5kg.ha
-1

.yr
-

1
(Yadav 2002), while Ranjit (2002) showed the capture fish yield of about 27.5 kg per hectare 

from Sunkoshi River, Nepal.  

Table 6: Estimated catch fish productivity in Nepalese Rivers 

State 

No.  

District Name of River  Width of the river  Fishermen 

activity 
(hour) 

Total 

Annual 
Catch 

(Kg) 

Estimated catch estimate Kg.ha-1.y-1 

Dry Season Monsoon  

Dry Season 

(m) 

Monsoon 

(m) 

1 Jhapa  

 

Mai Khola 50 100 6 600 20 10  

Kankai 100 500 4.5 500 11.11 2.22  

Kankai 100 600 3 500 16.67 2.78  

Sunsari Koshi Tappu 250 250 4 500 59 50  

3 Chitwan  

 

Rapti 50 260 2 276 54 10.4  

Rapti 50 250 3 200 13.33 2.56  

4 

 

Baglung Kali Gandaki 60 80 3 350 25 18.8  

ENawalparasi 
 

Narayani 200 500 3 350 5 2  

Narayani 200 500 2.5 400 8 3.2  

Narayani 200 500 3.5 945 13.5 5.4  

Myagdi Kali Gandaki 40 60 7 275 9.82 6.55  

Parbat 
 

Modi 40 60 4 250 15.65 10.4  

Modi 40 60 2.5 450 90 45  

Kali Gandaki 50 70 5 225 9 6.43  

Kali Gandaki 60 70 4 225 9.37 8.04  

Kali Gandaki 60 75 3 300 16.66 13.3  

Syangja 
 

Kali Gandaki 80 120 2.25 175 10.93 5.83  

Kali Gandaki 80 100 4 400 12.5 10  

Andhi 70 100 2.5 325 18.59 10  

Kali Gandaki  50 80 2 110 11 6.88  

Andhi 75 100 4 325 23.31 8.13  

Andhi 50 80 1.75 150 17.14 7.86  

Kali Gandaki 90 120 2.75 260-380 21.81 9.09  

Kali Gandaki 75 120 3 400 17.77 11.1  

Kali Gandaki 75 180 3.5 380 14.2 6.03  

5 
 

 

Bardia 
 

Karnali 800 1000 1 800 10 8  

Karnali 800 1000 1 700 8.75 7  

Karnali 800 1000 1 760 8.75 7  

Karnali 800 1000 0.5 800 20 16  

Karnali 800 1000 1 850 10.625 8.5  

Karnali 800 1000 3.5 600 2.14 1.71  

Rapti 800 1000 0.5 700 46.66 28  

Dang 

 

Rapti 300 500 0.65 600 30.76 18.5  

Rapti 300 500 0.5 500 33.33 20  

Rapti 300 500 0.5 400 26.66 16  

Gulmi 
 

Rimi 600 800 2 800 6.66 5  

Kali Gandaki 600 700 2 700 6.66 5  

Palpa Kali Gandaki 100 300 4.5 300 6.07 3.33  

Kali Gandaki 100 250 4 720 18 7.2  

Kali Gandaki 80 250 3.5 150 5.35 2.14  

Kali Gandaki 50 100 7.5 270 15.42 7.71  

6 

 

Surkhet 

 

Bheri 50 100 2 210 21 10.5  

Bheri 50 100 2.5 262.5 21 10.5  

Surkhet 

 

Bheri 50 100 2  15.75 7.85  

Babai 20 60 1.5 90 30 10  

Bheri 50 100 1 90 18 9  

Bheri 50 100 2 260 21 10.5  

Bheri 50 100 2 157.5 15.75 7.88  

      19.20197917 10.4025 14.80224 
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Later Central Bureau of Statistics (2014) showed that the national average of capture fish yield 

was 18 kg per hectare per year (Fig 6).  In general, the sustainability in fisheries is an outcome of 

theoretical disciplines and practical strategies (Welcomme, 2001). The theories include fish and 

fisheries population dynamics while the practical strategies includes avoiding of overfishing 

through individual fishing quotas, banning and controlling destructive and illegal fishing 

practices either by appropriate law, policy and Act, or setting the protecting areas, or by lobbying 

conservation, biodiversity, by restoring collapsed fisheries, incorporating all externalities 

involved in harvesting ecosystems into fishery economics, educating stakeholders and the wider 

public, and developing independent certification programs (Welcomme et al., 2010). A 

conventional idea of a sustainable fishery defines that fish harvested at a sustainable rate, where 

the fish population does not decline over time because of fishing practices (Wiki, 2018). 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

Rivers of Nepal are one of the most ignored and least known ecosystems from fish diversity 

capture fishery perspectives. Although fish products have been harnessed since human 

civilization on earth, therefore to find out the more realistic data on fish captured from various 

rivers of Nepal more comprehensive studies are recommended. Nepal is the world's second 

largest country having the rich water resources suggesting that Nepal has immense wealth of fish 

resources which should be preserved and sustainably used for other marketing opportunities 

besides the food for deprived fishers.  Till now the river fish has been also viewed to be the food 

resources, beyond that the fishes of Nepal should be marketed worldwide for sport, recreational, 

ornamental and game fisheries purpose for the support of poor, landless and marginalized fishes 

incorporating them in the business and value chain for achieving the sustainable development 

goals. Recreational angling of capture and release may enjoy in all rivers of Nepal from east to 

west and south to west with world renounced games fish species such as Tor putitora, Tor tor, 

Bagarias yarelli, Ompok bimaculatus, Schizothorax spp, and hundreds of other in great rivers 

Mahakali, Karnali, Gandaki and Koshi.  
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Annex 1. The list of capture fish yield surveyors and the natural water body assigned for the survey team. 

S.N. Surveyor Designation Natural Water Body District 

1 Rabindra Man Malla FDO 

Kankai Jhapa 

Sikta Parsa 

Bagmati Sarlahi and Rautahat 

Auriya Parsa 

2 Mungalal Chaudhary JT Saptakoshi Sunsari,Saptari 

3 Shiwaji Mahara JTA Bara   

4 Bhim Raj Bhandari JT 

Mahakali Kanchanpur 

Mohana Kailali 

Karnali Kailali 

5 Satanjeev Mishra JT Manari Makwanpur 

6 Gyan Nidhi Lohani FDO 
Rapti Chitwan 

Narayani Nawalparasi 

7 Kamala Adhikari SFDO Rohini Rupandehi 

Rini Khola Palpa, Gulmi 

Kaligandaki Palpa, Gulmi 

Dumre Khola Palpa 

Karnali ( Kothiyaghat) Bardiya 

Danda Khola Rupandehi 

Tinau Rupandehi 

Rapti Dang 

Badganga Kapilbastu  

8 Gopal Prasad Lamsal Technical Officer  

Phewa lake Kaski 

Begnas lake Kaski 

Rupa lake Kaski 

9 Bhim Pandey FDO 

Kaligandaki Palpa, Gulmi, Syangja, 

Aandhi Khola Syangja 

Modi Khola Parbat 

Thade Khola Baglung 

Myagdi Khola Myagdi 

10 Gun Bahadur Gurung Technical Officer      
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Annex 2 

प्राकृततक जराशमफाट प्राप्त हनुे भाछाको (Capture Fisheries) उत्ऩादन एवॊ उत्ऩादकत्व अध्ममन सबेऺण पायभ 

आतथिक फषि् २०७४/०७५ 

सबेऺण तभतत......... 

(क) भाछा सभाउन ेकामि 

१. प्राकृततक जराशमको नाभ्– ............ 

२. भाछा सभाउनेको नाभ थय ................................  उभेय ........  

तरङ्ग् ऩरुुष  भहहरा      भोफाइर नॊ....................... 

ऩेशा (क्रभश्) 1) ............................. 2) .............................. 3) ........................... 

भाछा सभाउन ेऩेशाभा सॊरग्न अवतध (वषि) ............... 

३. ठेगाना्जजल्रा.............  भ.न.ऩा./उ.न.भ.ऩा/न.ऩा/गा.ऩा ........................वडानॊ......... गाउॉ/टोर ......... 

४. भाछा सभाउने स्थर/हवन्दकुो नाभ– 

५. भाछा सभाउने तरयका के अऩनाउनहुनु्छ?  

  क) हातेजार   ख) फल्छी 

  ग) ततहायीजार   घ) हटप्फाट 

 च) डे्रगनेट   छ) अन्म ....... 

६. वषिको कतत भहहना भाछा सभाउन ेकामि गनुिहनु्छ? ......... 

७. ददनभा कतत घण्टा भाछा सभाउन ेकामि गनुिहनु्छ? ................... 

८. नदीको अनभुातनत चौडाई (तभटय)- सकु्खा माभभा ......... वषािमाभभा .......... 

९. तऩाई दैतनक कतत दूयी (हक.भी.) ऺेत्रभा भाछा सभाउनहुनु्छ?      ............. 

१०. भातथ उल्रेजखत दयुी तम गदाि कतत के.जी. भाछा सभाउनहुनु्छ? ............ 

११. वाहषिक अनभुातनत कतत के.जी. भाछा सभाउनहुनु्छ? ............ 
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१२. भाछा फढी सभाउने अतत उत्तभ भहहना कुन हो? ............ 

१३. उक्त फेरा दैतनक कतत भाछा सभाईन्छ?  ................. 

१४. भाछा कभ सभाईन ेभहहना कुन हो? ........ 

१५. उक्त फेरा दैतनक कतत भाछा सभाईन्छ? .......... 

१६. मस जराशमभा सभाईन ेप्रभखु जातका भाछा कुन कुन हो? भाछाका जातहरुको नाभ उल्रेख गनुिहोस।् 

....................................................................................................................................... 

१७. कुन कुन साइजको भाछा फढी सभात्नहुनु्छ? 

....................................................................................................................................... 

१८. मस बेगभा तऩाई जस्तै कततजना भाछा सभाउने कामिभा रागेका छन?्  

क) भहहरा (सॊख्मा) .........     ख) ऩरुुष (सॊख्मा) ......... ग) घयऩरयवाय (सॊख्मा) .......... 

घ) जात/जाती सभदुाम (सभदुामको नाभ उल्रेख गने) 
.............................................................................................................................. 

१९. भाछा हवक्री गने तरयका् 1) उऩबोक्ताराई सोझै  2) व्माऩायी भापि त 

२०. भाछाको तफक्री भलु्म (जात अनसुाय) : 

२१. सभाएको भाछा क) हवक्री्  ...........के.जी.  ख) घयामसी प्रमोग ............... के.जी.  

२२. प्राकृततक जराशमभा हवगतभा बन्दा भाछाको सख्मा फढ्दो वा घट्दो अफस्था के छ?  

....................................................................................................................................... 

२३. हवगतभा बन्दा भाछाको सख्मा फढ्न ुवा घट्नभुा कायण के होरा? 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

२४. ऩहहरा ऩाईने हार नऩाईने भाछाका जातहरु कुन कुन हनु? 

  .......................................................................................................................................... 
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२५. हार ऩाईने ऩहहरा नऩाईने भाछाका जातहरु कुन कुन हनु? 

  .......................................................................................................................................... 

२६. गैय काननुी रुऩरे भाछा सभाउन ेअभ्मासको फायेभा तऩाईंराई के जानकायी छ?  

.......................................................................................................................................... 

 २७. मस ऩेशाफाट तऩाईंको हवगतभा बन्दा आतथिक अवस्थाभा सधुाय बएको छ हक छैन? 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

२८. सभस्माहरु्- 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

२९. सझुावहरु्- 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

 

(ख) प्राकृततक जराशमफाट प्राप्त भाछा हवक्री हवतयण कामि (व्माऩयी) 

१. भाछा हवके्रताको नाभ थय– ............      उभेय ........  

   तरङ्ग्ऩरुुष      भहहरा                      भोफाइर नॊ....................... 

ऩेशा (क्रभश्) 1) ............................. 2) .............................. 3) ........................... 

भाछा हवक्री गने ऩेशाभा सॊरग्न अवतध (वषि) ............... 

२. ठेगाना्जजल्रा.............  भ.न.ऩा./उ.न.भ.ऩा/न.ऩा/गा.ऩा ........................वडानॊ......... गाउॊ ......... 

३. भाछा हवक्री स्थरको नाभ– 

४. भाछाको श्रोत् 

  क) कृतत्रभ जराशम  ख) प्राकृततक जराशम  

५. भाछा कभ हवक्री हनुे सभमभा औसत भातसक हवक्री ऩरयभाण (के.जी.)  

क) कृतत्रभ जराशम.........  ख) प्राकृततक जराशम.... 
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६. भाछा फढी हवक्री हनुे सभमभा औसत भातसक हवक्री ऩरयभाण (के.जी.) ......... 

क) कृतत्रभ जराशम.........  ख) प्राकृततक जराशम........ 

७. वाहषिक हवक्री ऩरयभाण (के.जी.) .........   

क) कृतत्रभ जराशम.........  ख) प्राकृततक जराशम........ 

८. औसत हवक्री भूल्म (रु.प्रतत के.जी.) जात अनसुाय 

 .......................................................................................................................................... 

९. उऩबोक्ताको रुची अनसुाय भाछाका जातहरु (क्रभश्) 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

१०. भाछा फाहेक अन्म जरीम जीवहरु के के हवक्री हवतयण गनुिहनु्छ? वाहषिक ऩरयभाण य भूल्म सभेत खरुाउन ु

होस।् 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

१०. सभस्माहरु्- 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

११. सझुावहरु्- 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

पायभ बने व्मजक्तको नाभ, ऩद् 

 


